Increase your course revenue... light for night play!

WIDE-LITES add "Extra Holes" to your course at Low Cost!

Night lighting of golf courses now is practical, thanks to the broad light pattern of Wide-Lites and their lower installation cost. And think what it means—players who can't get away from work until late afternoon can become active golfers. And even if only the back nine is lighted, players can tee off in late afternoon and be sure of getting in a complete round! Wide-Lite golf course lighting lets you increase course revenue without adding acreage to your course!

One Wide-Lite with color-corrected mercury vapor lamp does the work of two or more incandescent floodlights—cutting down the number of poles, cross-arms and fixtures (cuts costs, too!). And operating on 460 volts, Wide-Lights require 50% less transformer capacity, with smaller conductor wires. This permits low-cost underground wiring to keep your course beautiful! And lamps last seven times as long as incandescents.

WIDE-LITE CORPORATION

Houston, Texas
In Canada: Wide-Lite Division, Wakefield Lighting, Limited, London, Canada

OUTDOOR AREA LIGHTS
SPORTS LIGHTS
PROTECTIVE LIGHTS
VAPOR TITE MODELS
INDOOR LUMINAIRES
MOBILE WORKING LIGHTS

SEND FOR FREE INFORMATION:

WIDE-LITE CORP. P.O. Box 191 Houston, Texas
Please send Wide-Lite data
(Print name, firm and address below)
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NOW!  FULLY AUTOMATIC!!
"MASTER" — DRIVING RANGE BALL WASHER.

"ONE OPERATION"
Dump dirty balls in hopper, press button — That’s all.
Use with or without detergents. Continuous fresh-water rinse.
"Compact Size"
24 inches wide — 54 inches long — 40 inches high.
Hand-fed models also available.

Write for complete literature and prices.
(Dealerships available)

MASTER MACHINE CORPORATION of San Diego
P. O. Box U — 900 W. 13th St. National City, Calif.

...takes that have been made.
Whether you have a small club or a large one, whether you live in Shanks Corners or New York, you have available a world of brains and ability to help carry out your ideas and dreams. If you want a real monument, and want to save time and money while building it, call upon these people with ability. Otherwise, you are running a very good chance of rearing a monster.

Record Crowd Attends Midwest Turf Conference

A new record crowd of 600 attended the 24th Midwest regional turf conference Mar. 7-9, at Purdue University. The theme, "Controlling Weeds in Growing Turf," was developed in three sessions divided into golf courses, general turf and sod nurseries.

Robert Mitchell, supt., Sunset CC of St. Louis, was elected pres., and Ernest Schneider of Big Springs CC was elected vp of Midwest for 1960. Mitchell succeeds John McCoy.

Carl Bretzlaff, one of the founders of the Midwest Foundation along with Herb Graffis, Al Brandon and George Donog-
The gasoline driven Terra-Car is the first utility car designed for the golf course superintendent... designed to handle all types of maintenance work from checking the golf course to hauling greens mowers. And regardless of weather conditions, even on wet turf, the Utilicar leaves no marks, no ruts, no damage. *It does less damage to turf than a man walking!* The Terra-Car and its Terra-Tire low pressure tires can be used every day all day long. Compare these features:

- **Only Utility Car** with Goodyear Terra-Tires stops turf wear and damage
- Front wheel drive, rear wheel steering for added safety
- Automotive type drive without belts or chains
- 3 speed transmission
- Low maintenance cost
- New type leasing plan now available

*Actual on the job photographs taken at Moon Valley Country Club Phoenix, Arizona*

For complete information and name of nearest distributor write...

**Terra-Car Corporation**
2207 Big Bend Blvd., St. Louis 17, Missouri
Nothing's spared on the Spartan.
Take a close look and you'll see what we mean. This is the Toro Spartan*—the gang mower that's built to give years of top performance at the lowest possible maintenance cost.

It's a mighty machine. The 30-inch reel has six blades double-riveted to five malleable-iron spiders. The 1 1/8" reel shaft runs on adjustable tapered-roller bearings. The heavy drivegears are machine-cut hardened steel running in an oil-tight housing. The bed knife is double-edge chrome steel screwed to a high-strength cast iron bar—with opposed screw adjustment on cylindrical pivots.

Take your choice of 14" or 16" steel wheels, 16" pneumatic-tired wheels. All have replaceable rims and spokes.

See your nearby Toro distributor for a demonstration on your own grounds. Put a team of Spartans to work cutting costs for you!

*A registered trademark of Toro Mfg. Corp.
Don't Stand Pat on Your Pro Shop Product

By EVERETT LEONARD
Professional, Butte Des Morts GC, Appleton, Wis.

To the inexperienced eye, many products look the same year after year. What often isn't realized is that imperceptible changes are made in them. Perhaps the flavor is improved, the shape made more streamlined, the product is reduced in weight or any of a dozen other things are added or subtracted to make it just a little different than it was before. Manufacturers have to continually change their products if, for nothing else, to develop new selling points.

I think that golf professionals have to follow the lead of manufacturers if they expect to go along increasing their net profits year after year. After 24 years as a pro, I am convinced of this more than ever before.

By making small changes in the way I operate my shop, by adding a new service here and there and by taking on new items for resale, I feel that I am following the example set by the manufacturer. More important than this, I think that I am guarding against complacency, against becoming self satisfied.

Guard Against It

Complacency, being always content with the way things are going, are the evils that a man in the professional end of the golf business has to guard against. Why do I say this? Within a fairly limited range, a pro's income doesn't vary much from year to year. If he is halfway conscientious about his job and doesn't become too deeply enmeshed in club policies, he has as much job security as the next fellow. The same club members patronize him year after year. If a fellow is a Northern pro, he knows that he is going to work six or seven months and then, as so many do, slip away for a glorious five-month vacation. All these things can easily lull him into the error of taking everything in stride, of thinking that what is coming to him is sure to arrive.

He becomes perfectly set up for that complacent feeling unless he guards against it every working day of the year.

In my time I've seen quite a few pros who thought they were changing the product by removing the merchandise
WAR-MUP...
only head cover with the sales appeal of an improved swing!

Exclusively Hill's PROgrip
AMERICA'S FINEST

- No. 77-C is Pro-Grip's new form-fitting cover with full length gusset that molds to the shape of the club. Made of top quality GLUVELK and equipped with COVER-KEEPER rubber thong. Licensed under Patents Des. 179591 and 2,779,374.

- No. 66-C covers are made of GLUVELK, finest quality cowhide, tanned to keep it soft, pliable and waterproof. Equipped with COVER-KEEPER, the rubber thong that cannot twist or tangle. Pro-Grip contour construction with white welt trim.

- No. 52-C — a great new combination of Skinner's Tackle Twill with Gluvelk ... now in contour construction. Each cover a different color combination — tremendous appeal!

A snap of the strap on this weighted head cover makes any wood a training club. Weights are removable. Available individually or in matched sets. Variety of color combinations. U. S. Patent No. 2-116-655.

SUPPORT NATIONAL GOLF DAY JUNE 11

C. M. Hill Co., Peoria, Illinois; available only through authorized distributors.

ASK YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
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Once you've handled a golf club grip that is prepared especially for the leather grips of Golf Clubs, it gives a firm, tacky grip with light hand pressure, permitting an easy relaxing rhythmic swing. Your accuracy will improve, you'll feel relaxed... and those "Extra Strokes" will vanish.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIALTY CO., INC.
2736 Sidney Street
St. Louis 4, Mo.

from the case or rack, dusting it off and returning it to a new location. Or maybe they moved the case itself, or the rack. Or perhaps moved a chair from one side of the shop to another.

That is fine as far as it goes. But why stop there?

Why not test sell a ball you've never handled before? Does it ever occur to you that people get tired of seeing only balls made by Manufacturer A, B, C, D or E in your case? Or, maybe they don't like any of these brands. If you added a ball made by X, maybe you'd arouse some curiosity and increase ball sales.

The same thing applies to bags, clubs, shoes, slacks, sweater, blouses, etc. If the quality of some line that presently is unfamiliar to you is equal to the old, reliable merchandise, why not test sell it?

One of the best merchandising lines that ever has been uttered is: "Mr. Jones, I've got something new here I'd like to show you." That word "new" will bend many an ear to hear what you have to say.

Don't stop with changing the layout or arrangement of your shop or with the introduction of new merchandise. Why not change your service "product" or, at least, add something to it.

Here are some suggestions for doing it. Maybe you are using some of them now or have been thinking about adopting them. Certainly, they are not new, but neither are many of the changes made by manufacturers in their products when they are looking for selling points to replace those that have got tired blood. They're guarding against complacency, against getting into a rut. So can you by:

- Providing golf car transportation to and from the practice fairway;
- Providing transportation when emergency phone calls are made to persons on the course;
- Setting up a service to arrange matches for members;
- Setting up some kind of foolproof sys-
system for taking important phone calls for members. Note that word, "important." It means just that when you remember that many of your golfers are business and professional men for whom some calls are extremely important.

These are only a few of the services provided members by the pro dept. There are many others. You only have to look around you to decide what can be offered.

---

**Says Sportmanship Is “Modern Chivalry”**

William Boice Langford was on the Yale golf team in the early 1900s when it won nine consecutive National Intercollegiate championships.

He has been secretary of the Old Guard Society of Palm Beach Golfers for many years. Bill has served on numerous USGA committees and was especially helpful in expanding the USGA Public Links tournament.

Langford is the architect of many fine golf courses.

Few people who know Bill are aware that he was stricken by polio when a child and probably is the first exhibit of the effectiveness of golf as therapy for polio. By sheer will-power as a kid and with the help and encouragement of his father and mother, both ardent golfers, he dragged and stumbled around a course until his legs were brought back to usefulness.

One thing that many persons do know is that playing a round with Bill Langford is one of the great delights of the game.

Bill has a philosophy of golf that hundreds of professionals say explains the appeal of the game by men of good will: the true sportmen.

Langford thinks of sportmanship as "Modern Chivalry." Of sportmanship he says:

Games and athletics, being builders of body and character, exert a strong influence on many phases of human relations.

Sportmanship is the heritage of that medieval chivalry which contributed so much to the world’s climb from the brutality of the dark ages.

In this troubled era it can help to rescue us from the constant communist threat of nuclear destruction. Certainly a strict observance of the rules and an honest appreciation of an opponent’s worth create

---

**SAVE**

10% to 25% on your golf course supplies

WE SHIP DIRECT

A complete line of —

LIQUID FERTILIZERS
FUNGICIDES
INSECTICIDES
HERBICIDES
WETTING AGENTS

Suppliers to the golf course trade since 1939.

Write for Catalogue

American Liquid Fertilizer Co., Inc.  •  Rokeby Chemical Co.
Marietta, Ohio  •  P.O. Box 267  •  Phone: FR 3-1394
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Why is everyone talking about...

**RIPPLE® Sole**
golf shoes?

"TEE TIMERS"
Shoe style

Because — they
Reduce 18th Hole Fatigue;
Provide Better Stance and Traction;
Need less "breaking in"; and can be worn right into the clubhouse.

RIPPLE® Soles are... easier on greens — better for grass — better for the golfer.


PROS: Write for names of manufacturers of RIPPLE® Sole styles you'll break sales par with.

**RIPPLE SOLE CORPORATION**
537 Mutual Bldg., Detroit 26, Mich.

*TM Ripple Sole Corp.

an atmosphere unfavorable to intolerance, greed, or foul play.

**Misunderstanding Evaporates**

Based on courage and generosity, sportsmanship flourishes because it appeals to the highest ideals of man. Becoming inherent it produces cooperative action in any emergency. It is not the property of any social group or of any race; it is universal. If we observe its teachings, the misunderstanding and suspicion which usually wreck coalitions of peoples of different languages, religions, and customs will evaporate, especially if our efforts to spread its philosophy are directed to the young, who are idealists and will soon be adult members of our team.

As the spirit of sportsmanship is kindled in contests and spread by example and emulation, professionalism's best service is the development of the skills and ethics of amateurs.

**Code of Ethics**

The professional, functioning properly as performer or instructor, is an instrument of inestimable value.

A build-up of professional play resulting in a decrease in amateur participation in sports will seriously lessen the accomplishments of one of our finest agencies in the quest for perfection.

Sportsmanship is a code of ethics — in a sense a religion, compatible with all religions, founded on the golden rule.

Be heartened by the knowledge that sportsmanship counsels preparedness for every contingency and not appeasement or surrender.